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Nov. 2, 2011
More Housing Vouchers, 

More Crime?
Katherine O'Regan Housing

"We find crime tends to be higher in neighborhoods 
with more [Federal rent-assistance] voucher holders. 
However, we found no evidence that an increase in 

the number of voucher holders leads to more crime."

Nov. 3, 2011
The GOP's desperate 

hunt for anyone but Mitt 
Romney [Commentary]

Robert Shrum Politics
"The GOP's primary voters have been relentlessly 

looking for Mr. Un-Romney."

Nov. 3, 2011
Federal hiring proves to 

be recession-proof
Paul Light Governing

"Headcount has become the defining statistic on 
whether or not government is too big. If headcount is 
the defining statistic, what do you do? You hide it [by 

hiring contractors]."

Nov. 4, 2011
Why Do Women Make 

Less?
C. Nicole Mason Inequality

"Women are overrepresented in the service industry, 
health care, and office work. Any career that tends to 
be dominated by women tends to be characterized by 

lower wages."

Nov. 6, 2011
Hidden Toll as States 

Shift to Contract Workers
Paul Light Governing

What governments save in salaries and benefits often 
"ends up on the government books through all sorts 

of programs [such unemployment insurance,  
Medicaid, and public assistance for low earners]." 

Nov. 7, 2011
NYU Hosted a Panel to 
Explore Implications of 

Occupy Wall Street
Prasad Shankar Inequality

Shankar emphasized the elevation of "political 
awareness" and participation by the formerly 

"apathetic."

Nov. 8, 2011
Mitt Romney is the Only 

Adult in the Room 
[Commentary]

Robert Shrum Politics
"After Wednesday's Michigan debate, we now know 

with even more certainty who the Republican 
nominee will be. His name is not Rick Perry."

Nov. 13, 2011

Traffic to Stymie Even the 
Batmobile Shows the Two 

Sides of Movie 
Production

Mitchell Moss Urban Planning
"It reaches a global market. Every person who sees 
'Batman' is going to say, 'Boy, I'd like to see  New 

York."

Nov. 13, 2011
Anti-Hunger Campaign 

Forgoes Images of 
Starving Children

Paul Light Nonprofit Sector
"I'd stop the pizza ads as soon as possible, and 
redesign them to focus on good food, not what 
donors would see as a very unhealthy option."

Nov. 14, 2011
Handicapping the GOP 

Primaries
Rogan Kersh Politics

"Thanks to the Citizens United decision, a big story 
of the primaries this year will be the so-called 

SuperPACs…which principally helps Romney, in my 
view."

Nov. 17, 2011
Regional Council plan 

judges named
Dall Forsythe Public Finance

The judges include Dall Forsythe, Senior Fellow at the 
Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service, 

New York University.
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  "Smart phones facilitate exploration: we know where we're going, we know how to get there, and we know if we get in trouble, we can make a 
call. They're changing the way we relate to cities." -- Adjunct Assistant Professor Andrew Mondschein (11/20/11).                            



Nov. 17, 2011
In defense of Jon Corzine 

[Commentary]
Robert Shrum Politics

"In the wake of the bankruptcy of brokerage firm MF 
Global, the media's portrayal of Jon Corzine, MF's ex-
CEP and a former Democratic senator and governor 
in New Jersey, strikes me as profoundly unfair -- and 

not jut because he's a friend."

Nov. 17, 2011

With Expulsion from 
Zuccotti Park and 

Numbers Dwindling, 
Occupy Wall Street 

Movement Looks Old

Mitchell Moss Inequality

"At this point I think they should quickly migrate to 
the Washington Monument. There's ample space, and 
close proximity to the decision makers. That should 

be the next stop on their magical mystery tour."

Nov. 18, 2011
Wagner Professor Hilary 
Ballon Explains the New 

York City Grid
Hilary Ballon Urban Planning

Professor Ballon's insight into the complex 
implications of the grid system provide us, as New 
Yorkers, with food for thought. We live in one of the 
most vibrant and dynamic cities in the world and we 

owe this, in part, to the grid.

Nov. 20, 2011

ADSG and NYU Abu 
Dhabi organise 4th Hiwar 

session:  Producing 
Public Value Through 
Cross-Sector Social 

Partnerships

Bethany Godsoe
Organizational 

Leadership

The Hiwar was led by Bethany Godsoe, executive 
director of the Research Center for Leadership in 

Action, at the Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of 
Public Service at New York University. She led 

discussions on how best to build transparent and 
responsible organisations.

Nov. 20, 2011
Smart Phones Shift 

Conventional Walking 
Patterns

Andrew Mondschein
Transportation 

Planning

"Smart phones facilitate exploration. We know where 
we're going, we know how to get there, and we know 

if we get in trouble, we can make a call. They're 
changing the way we relate to cities."

Nov. 21, 2011
The brainless use of pop 

psychology to diss 
Obama [Commentary]

Robert Shrum Politics

"So, yes, Obama may ultimately approve the pipeline 
[from Canada across the Midwest]. He hasn't yet, to 

the displeasure of an industry that ran a disapproving 
full page ad right there in the Times . But the reason 

for the delay was policy, not politics."

Nov. 22, 2011

New York's Swankiest 
Neighborhoods Are 
Footing Much of the 

Country's Tax Bill

Mitchell Moss Inequality
"We [New York City area's wealthiest] are subsidizing 

the slackers in the rest of the country."

Nov. 23, 2011
City ZIP's Zapped by 

Taxes
Mitchell Moss Inequality

"This [the New York metro area] is the most 
productive part of the U.S. in terms of taxes paid."

Nov. 23, 2011
He's Not a Flip-Flopper, 

He's a Shape Shifter 
[Commentary]

Robert Shrum Politics
"Make no mistake: Democrats don't have to turn  
Romney into Kerry. They just have to reveal him.  

They need to turn Mitt Romney into … Mitt Romney."

Nov. 27, 2011
From Ashes of Olympic  
Bid, a Future Rises for 

Far West Side
Mitchell Moss Urban Planning

"We created the opportunity for new housing, new 
commercial space, and an entirely new recreation 

corridor. In terms of how quickly the Far West Side 
developed, we've done better without the Olympics 

than anyone would have anticipated."

Nov. 27, 2011 Policy-Making Billionaires Richard Brodsky Governing

"It's sort of influence peddling writ large. The notion 
that the society is better served by the super-rich 

exercising their charitable instincts is in the end anti-
Democratic."

Nov. 28, 2011 Bronze Metal Mitchell Moss Urban Planning

The report, written by NYU Professor Mitchell Moss 
and slated for release this week, illustrates how the 

bulk of the Bloomberg administration's major 
economic development and land use projects that 

have come to fruition in the past few years had their 
roots in the Olympic bid.

Nov. 28, 2011

Overhaul by Red Cross, 
cutting jobs and merging 

chapters, aims to 
enhance disaster aid 

Paul Light Nonprofit Sector
"It's exactly the right thing to do, but it is extremely 

controversial. Each one of these chapters has its own 
identity. Closing one is like closing the local library."



Nov. 28, 2011
NYC Foreclosures Drop 

32%
Ingrid Gould Ellen Housing

"Sales volume continued to lag in the third quarter of 
2011, showing little change since last quarter and 

remaining well below sales volumes we've seen in the 
city in the past decade."

Nov. 29, 2011

Queens home sales and 
property values keep 

sliding at faster rate than 
rest of city

Ingrid Gould Ellen Housing
"Sales volume this quarter was nearly 30% lower than 

the average quarterly sales volume we've recorded 
since 2005."

Nov. 30, 2011
Herman Cain in Low 

Single Digits with black 
and Hispanic Women

Women of Color Policy 
Network

Politics

A survey of 800 African-American and Latino voters -- 
conducted by a former Obama pollster ahead of an 
upcoming conference sponsored by the Women of 

Color Policy Network, a research center at the Robert 
F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service at NYU --

found that Cain gets a "very favorable" rating from 
precisely zero percent of Hispanic women and 3 

percent of black female voters.


